• Each control factor (e.g., A)
-(# of levels of A -1)
• Each two factor interaction (e.g., AxB)
-(DOF for A)x(DOF for B)
• Example --2 1 x3 7
Robust System Design 
DOF and Modeling Equations
• Additive model
• How many parameters are there?
• How many additional equations constrain the parameters?
DOF --Analogy with Rigid Body Motion
• How many parameters define the position and orientation of a rigid body? • How do we remove these DOF? • Cost of the level assignment -Examples?
• Can you assign dummy levels to more than one factor in a matrix experiment?
• Can you assign more than one dummy level to a single factor? 1  1  1  2  2  2  2  1  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  1  2  1  1  2  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  1  1  2  2  1  1  2 
